
Interoperable security systems

Video Surveillance  
Product Portfolio – 
Full visibility around 
the clock

Electronic security systems from Vanderbilt have 
inherent interoperability capability, meaning that 
regardless of the system size, the components can 
interact on the controller level without the need of a 
central management system. The Vanderbilt offering 
is in principle “plug and play” directly out of the box.

So regardless of the business application, everybody 
can benefit from the Vanderbilt security proposition 
because it focuses on the customers’ expectation 
when it comes to time efficiency, budget constraints 
and training needs. Interoperability ensures a 
maximum optimisation of all these aspects.

Our video surveillance portfolio is  
designed to complement our access 
control and intrusion detection portfolios. 
It consists of dome and boxed cameras 
(both with IP variants), lenses, digital video 
management systems, matrix systems, 
pan & tilt heads, housings and accessories. 
As with all Vanderbilt products, the latest 
manufacturing techniques are used to 
produce video surveillance equipment of 
exceptional quality. 

Vanderbilt’s video surveillance products 
and systems are designed with both 
installer and end-user requirements in 
mind. Easy integration with our SiPass 
integrated and SiPass Entro access control 
systems ensures that full interoperability 
is built in as standard. In addition to 
this, remote access via internet or smart 
phones is easily achieved to ensure you 
are always in control, even when you are 
on the move.

Vectis iX NVR

Magic dual motion detector

5MP Bullet Camera

3MP IP fixed dome camera

SPC compact keypad

Access Control

CCTV

Intruder detection

AR41S-MF Mifare reader

Access controller

Smart Phone Apps

Control software

Handsfree reader

Speed dome

Magic PIR detector

TO DELIVER  - superior levels of protection 
through a portfolio of security products 
that harness emerging technology to  
foresee and satisfy current and future 
security needs.

TO MAINTAIN - our comprehensive security 
pedigree that is based on over three  
decades of heritage in the Security  
Products Sector.

VANDERBILT VISION

TO BECOME - the largest independent 
security products and systems provider 
in the world, offering a complete security 
products portfolio with considerable tech-
nological content.

TO GROW AND DEVELOP - our existing 
customer relationships and distribution 
networks with partners and installers  
internationally. 

TO HELP - security professionals optimise 
revenue streams whilst improving cus-
tomer productivity through our products’ 
innate ease of installation, remote diagnos-
tics and comprehensive technical support.

VANDERBILT VALUES

AGILITY – Ability to respond quickly and 
flexibly to customer requirements and mar-
ket pressures, because as an SME our deci-
sion making process is short and focused.

COMMERCIAL FLEXIBILITY – Ability to 
ensure that our proposition fits a particular 
set of customer or market requirements.  

DEPENDABILITY – We are a reliable partner, 
whose products you can count on today 
and tomorrow, backed by a multi-channel 
infrastructure designed to provide techni-
cal and commercial support.

COMPATABILITY – Our products are 
designed for future- proof performance 
and backwards compatibility, along with 
relevant national approvals, open protocol 
software and international quality pro-
cesses. 

AMBITIOUS – Our determination ensures 
that we strive to provide a competitive, 
technically advanced range of products 
and systems that are easy to install, valued 
by end users and that add to our  
customers’ success.

Glass break detector


